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Dissociation of a Product of a Surface Reaction in the Gas Phase: XeF2 Reaction with Si
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Xenon difluoride interacts with Si�100�2� 1 by atom abstraction, whereby a dangling bond abstracts
a F atom from XeF2, scattering the complementary XeF. Partitioning of the reaction exothermicity
produces sufficient XeF rovibrational excitation for dissociation to occur. The resulting F and Xe atoms
are shown to arise from dissociation of XeF in the gas phase by demonstrating that the angle-resolved
velocity distributions of F, Xe, and XeF conserve momentum, energy, and mass. This experiment
documents the first observation of dissociation of a surface reaction product in the gas phase.
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FIG. 1. Net XeF signal at m=e � 148 versus flight time mea-
sured at � � 75� and 60�. Error bars represent the propagated
statistical uncertainty. The solid line is a fit to a Maxwell-
radicals and XeF arising from the cracking of XeF2 on
the basis of the different velocities with which a XeF

Boltzmann function [2] from which average energies shown
( � 2�) are obtained.
Molecular F2 has been recently shown to dissociate on
Si�100�2� 1 by an atom abstraction mechanism [1–3].
This mechanism is distinct from that of classic dissocia-
tive chemisorption because a bond of an incident mole-
cule is cleaved upon formation of only a single bond to the
surface. Atom abstraction is likely in other chemisorption
systems [4–6]. Here, we report XeF2, a linear molecule,
interacts with Si(100) by atom abstraction as evidenced by
detection, with a triply differentially pumped, rotatable
mass spectrometer in a molecular-beam surface scatter-
ing UHV apparatus [7], of the scattered, complementary
XeF fragment. More importantly, some scattered XeF is
sufficiently excited internally to dissociate in the gas
phase before reaching the detector, producing a F and a
Xe atom. The F and Xe atoms are shown conclusively to
result from dissociation of XeF in the gas phase by dem-
onstrating that the measured velocity distributions of F,
Xe, and XeF conserve momentum and energy and that the
number of scattered F atoms equals that of Xe. This
experiment shows for the first time that a product of a
surface chemical reaction can undergo dissociation in the
gas phase as a result of partitioning of the exothermicity
of a surface reaction.

The doubly differentially pumped XeF2 beam is
formed by expansion through a Teflon nozzle, resulting
in an average energy of 1:4 kcal=mol. The velocities of the
incident and scattered beams are determined by cross
correlation time-of-flight (TOF) methods. The beam is
incident at 20� from the normal on a p-type Si(100)
crystal that is held at 150 K. The Si surface purity,
structure, and fluorine coverage are determined as pre-
viously described [2,8,9].

Identification of the atom abstraction mechanism by
detection of the scattered XeF fragment is complicated by
the dissociative ionization of unreactively scattered XeF2
to produce both XeF2

� (m=e � 167) and XeF� (m=e �
148) ions upon electron bombardment ionization in the
mass spectrometer. However, TOF spectroscopy unam-
biguously distinguishes between XeF� arising from XeF

�
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radical and a XeF2 molecule scatter from the surface
[2,10]. In addition, because the fragmentation ratio,
XeF�=XeF2

�, is known from analysis of the incident
beam, the contribution of XeF2 to the m=e � 148 TOF
spectrum can be subtracted. The net XeF spectra mea-
sured at scattering angles of � � 75� and 60� and for a
coverage range of 0–0.22 monolayer (ML) F atom
are shown in Fig. 1. The direct detection of the scattered
XeF radical, before it undergoes a secondary, identity
changing collision, is clear evidence for the abstraction
mechanism.
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The intriguing observation is the detection of F atoms
in the gas phase. Figure 2 shows the F atom TOF spectra at
m=e � 19, IlabF (tlabF , 
F � 75� and 60�) that have been
corrected for the small contribution from dissociative
ionization of the unreactively scattered XeF2 to F�.
Unlike the XeF signal at m=e � 148, the F signal at
m=e � 19 has a second contribution: the dissociative
ionization of XeF to produce F�. Unfortunately, the
lack of a XeF radical beam precludes measurement of a
cracking ratio that could then be used to subtract the
contribution of XeF dissociative ionization to F�.
However, eight TOF spectra spanning a coverage range
of 0 to 1.25 ML were measured at each of three scattering
angles. With this amount of data, it is possible to increase
the F�=XeF� cracking ratio until a value is found that
makes the F signal be zero at some flight time when the
contribution from the dissociative ionization of XeF to F�

is subtracted from one of the spectra such as shown in
Fig. 2. This value is thus the maximum physically pos-
sible value for the cracking ratio. It is determined to be 0.4
and is limited by the m=e � 19 TOF spectrum measured
at a scattering angle of 
F � 75� and a coverage range of
0.88–1.25 ML F. The m=e � 148 TOF spectrum multi-
plied by this ratio has been subtracted from the raw
m=e � 19 TOF spectrum to yield the net F atom spectra
shown in Fig. 2. The observation of F atoms suggests that
FIG. 2. Net F signal at m=e � 19 versus flight time measured
at 
F � 75� and 60�. Average energies with �2� uncertainty
are shown. The solid line is simulated result.
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some XeF dissociates in the gas phase prior to reaching
the detector. Given the weak XeF bond strength,
3 kcal=mol, relative to the 81 kcal=mol exothermicity of
the abstraction reaction [11], a small fraction of the
reaction exothermicity channeled into the XeF internal
modes would readily lead to dissociation.

If the F atoms are the result of the dissociation of XeF
in the gas phase, then there must be an equivalent number
of Xe atoms whose TOF spectra are dictated by conser-
vation of the XeF momentum and energy. That is, the
momentum of the Xe atom resulting from XeF dissocia-
tion must be balanced by an equal and opposite momen-
tum of the F atom, and its energy must be the difference
between the energy of XeF above its dissociation limit
and the translational energy of the F atom. In the center of
mass coordinate system, the conservation equations are

mXe ~vv
c:m:
Xe � �mF ~vv

c:m:
F ; (1)

1
2mXej ~vv

c:m:
Xe j2 � 1

2mFj ~vv
c:m:
F j2 � Eint�XeF� � Ediss�XeF�

� Ec:m:;

(2)

where m is the mass and ~vvc:m:
F is the center of mass

velocity of the designated species, Eint is the internal
energy of XeF, and Ediss is the XeF bond dissociation
energy. The center of mass energy, Ec:m:, is the XeF
internal energy that is converted to the translational en-
ergy of the Xe and F atoms upon XeF dissociation.
Solving for the center of mass velocities yields

j ~vvc:m:
F j �

�������������������������
2Ec:m:

mF�1�
mF

mXe
�

s
; j ~vvc:m:

Xe j �

���������������������������
2Ec:m:

mXe�1�
mXe

mF
�

s
:

(3)

Since ~vvc:m:
F can be determined from the measured F atom

TOF spectra, Ec:m: can be determined from the first equal-
ity in Eq. (3). In turn, Ec:m: is used to predict ~vvc:m:

Xe , and
those predictions are compared to the measured Xe atom
TOF spectra. If dissociation of XeF is a gas phase process,
then the predicted Xe spectra must agree well with those
measured.

The procedure is as follows. The F atom center of mass
velocity is related to its laboratory velocity, ~vvlab

F , by the
velocity of scattered XeF, ~vvXeF, as shown in the Newton
diagram in Fig. 3. The flux distribution of F atom labo-
ratory velocities, IlabF �vlab

F ; 
F�, which are measured as
number density TOF spectra at various laboratory scatter-
ing angles, 
F, such as shown in Fig. 2, is related to the
equivalent distribution [10] in the center of mass system,
Ic:m:
F �vc:m:

F ; �� by the Jacobian, �vlab=vc:m:�2:

IlabF �vlab
F �vXeF�; 
F���� �

�
vlab
F

vc:m:
F

�
2
Ic:m:
F �vc:m:

F �Ec:m:�; ��

�
�vlab

F �2

vc:m:
F

I�Ec:m:�I���; (4)
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FIG. 4. Net Xe signal at m=e � 167 versus flight time at

F � 75� and 60�. Maximum value, as described for F�,
used for XeF dissociative ionization to Xe�. Thick solid line
is the simulated result. Uncertainty in the ordinate of the
simulated result is �22%, due primarily to the 20% uncer-
tainty in the F atom ionization cross section. Dotted lines are
Maxwell-Boltzmann fits (average energies are 4.2 and 0.7 at

F � 75� and 4.8 and 0:7 kcal=mol at 
F � 60�) to Xe result-
ing from two atom adsorption. Thin solid line is the sum of the
three components.

FIG. 3. Newton diagram relating center of mass and labora-
tory frame velocity vectors for gas phase dissociation of XeF.
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where � is the angle that XeF scatters from the surface,
and � is the angle of the XeF molecular axis with respect
to ~vvXeF. The second equality in Eq. (4) relates the center
of mass velocity distribution to an energy distribution via
the Jacobian vc:m: and shows the center of mass energy
distribution, Ic:m:

F �Ec:m:; ��, approximated as the product
of I���, the probability that XeF dissociates at axis ori-
entation �, and I�Ec:m:� [10].

The distributions I�Ec:m:� and I��� are determined by
performing a forward convolution calculation using
Eq. (4), the left hand equality of Eq. (3), and the
Newton diagram, along with the measured velocity and
angular distributions of XeF to predict IlabF �vlab

F ; 
F�, the
laboratory velocity distribution of the F atom flux at some
scattering angle. The velocity distribution in turn is trans-
formed into a number density distribution in time that can
be compared directly with the TOF spectrum. The func-
tional forms of I�Ec:m:� and I��� or each of their single
parameters are adjusted, and the forward convolution
calculation is carried out iteratively until good agreement
is attained. The optimal form of I�Ec:m:� is determined to
be I�Ec:m:� � �RT��1 exp��Ec:m:=RT�where T � 1970 K.
The optimal form of I���, the probability that XeF dis-
sociates at a bond axis orientation �, is determined to
be one for XeF axes oriented within �120� from the
normal with the F end pointing away from the surface
and zero for other orientations. The predicted F atom TOF
spectra, which are the result of 8� 106 trajectories of
f�; �; ~vvXeF; Ec:m:g, are shown as solid lines in Fig. 2. The
simulated spectrum at 
F � 75� is normalized at one
point (the maximum intensity) of the spectrum measured
at 75�. This same normalization factor is used to obtain
the intensities of the simulated spectra at 60� and 30�.
The agreement between the simulated and measured
spectra is excellent at all angles.

The same distributions, I�Ec:m:� and I���, are used in
the forward convolution calculation of Eq. (4), along with
the right hand equality of Eq. (3), the Newton diagram,
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and the measured velocity and angular distributions of
XeF to predict the distribution of laboratory velocities of
the Xe atoms, IlabXe �v

lab
Xe ; 
Xe�. The predicted distributions

are transformed into number density distributions in time
and are shown as thick solid lines in Fig. 4. Because one
Xe atom is produced for every F atom, the intensity of the
simulated spectra is normalized so that the flux of Xe
atoms integrated over all scattering angles is equal to
the angle integrated flux of F atoms. The difference in
the ionization probabilities and transmission functions
of Xe and F in the detector are taken into account. As
can be seen, the simulation predicts Xe atoms to be
produced at flight times where Xe atoms are observed.
It identifies the Xe feature at the shortest flight times as
arising from the dissociation of XeF in the gas phase. In
addition, the simulation, on the basis of conservation of
mass, predicts the Xe atom intensity accurately.

However, not only does the dissociation of XeF con-
tribute to the Xe spectrum, but two atom adsorption also
contributes. That is, the complementary XeF radical may
188302-3
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interact a second time with the surface, as opposed to
being scattered from the surface, allowing the F atom on
XeF to be abstracted by the Si. The consequence is the
liberation of a Xe atom in the gas phase. The Xe may be
scattered into the gas phase immediately or it may sub-
sequently equilibrate thermally with the crystal and even-
tually desorb. Indeed, the longest time feature is well fit
by a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution at the surface tem-
perature, 150 K. In either case, the Xe atom produced as a
result of two atom adsorption does not scatter into the gas
phase with the same energy and dynamics as a Xe atom
produced by gas phase dissociation of XeF. The TOF
spectra in Fig. 4 clearly exhibit three features, indicative
of multiple routes for Xe production.

Physically, I�Ec:m:� is the internal energy of XeF above
its dissociation limit. It has an average value of 3:9�
0:7 kcal=mol. The uncertainty is obtained by varying the
average Ec:m: until it produces a noticeably poorer fit to
the F atom TOF spectra. Because I�Ec:m:� peaks near zero
energy, the internal excitation is attributed to rovibra-
tional excitation of the ground electronic state of XeF
[12]. Excitation into the vibrational continuum necessi-
tates dissociation within a vibrational period. This knowl-
edge, coupled with the known XeF velocity, implies
that XeF dissociates within 2 Å from the abstraction
site. Simulations carried out for XeF dissociation when
the bond axis is oriented with the F end pointing towards
the surface ( � 120�–180� between the XeF bond and the
surface normal) do not reproduce the F atom TOF spectra
as well. The limitation on the XeF bond orientation is
physically reasonable given the linear geometry of XeF2
as it approaches the transition state and the inability of
XeF to rotate in the short time between abstraction and
dissociation. For the data shown here, an average of 11
and 7 kcal=mol of the 81 kcal=mol abstraction reaction
exothermicity are partitioned to translational and rovi-
brational energy, respectively.

In summary, conservation of energy, momentum, and
mass accurately predict the angle-resolved Xe atom TOF
spectra based on knowledge of the angle-resolved TOF
spectra of the scattered F atom and the XeF fragment.
This excellent agreement resulting from a two body treat-
ment of this system implies dissociation of XeF in the gas
phase, unperturbed by the presence of a third body, the
nearby surface. Knowledge and inclusion of atom abstrac-
tion and gas phase dissociation of a surface reaction
product are critical to the development of accurate kinetic
188302-4
models for semiconductor etching, heterogeneous cataly-
sis, and chemical vapor deposition.
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